Introduction
Since last few decades, synchronization & stability of chaotic system have been explored by many researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Synchronization of two chaotic system means that system trajectories of both the system are varying in synchronized way keeping in view the significant applications of chaotic systems in different fields, many chaotic systems are studied and analyzed. In this paper, observer based synchronization is presented for chaotic Lorenz system. Chaotic Lorenz system is described by set of differential equations proposed by meteorologist/mathematician Edward N. Lorenz, who was studying thermal variations in an air cell underneath a thunderhead. Since its inception, the Lorenz system has become one of the most widely studied system of ODEs because of its wide range of behaviour.
In the present paper contraction theory results are utilized to address synchronization of Lorenz system. Contraction theory is recently developed tool for analyzing the stability and synchronization of nonlinear control system. Some of important results of contraction theory can be found in literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] & references therein. In observer based synchronization approach, the actual system states are reconstructed by utilizing the information available at the actual system output. The output may be function of one or more state or the combination of states. More information related to such approaches can be found in literature [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this paper, it is assumed that the output is the function of only one state of actual system. In most of the cases Lyapunov based analysis is used for observer based synchronization of chaotic system. Here, Contraction theory is used for the synchronization of the Lorenz system. The advantage of this method is that, there is no issue of selection of energy function and it handles the synchronization problem effectively. Adaptation laws for uncertain parameter are developed in terms of estimated states. Here adaptation laws are obtained while establishing stability using virtual system concept. This paper is outlined as follows: In section-2, preliminaries of contraction theory and virtual system are presented. In section-3, problems are formulated for synchronization of chaotic Lorenz system for both parametric certainty and parametric uncertainty cases. In section-4, simulation results are presented to verify the synchronization of observer states to actual system states. Finally, conclusion is presented in section-5 of paper.
II. Preliminaries
Consider a nonlinear system
Where m  x and ( , ) t fx is continuous differentiable function such that, : ( 1) m f vector function. The main definition and theorem of contraction are taken from [15] and reproduced here for the clarity purpose.
Let  x be the virtual displacement in x , first variation in x will be
Now taking the time derivative of squared distance 
Is uniformly negative definite (UND). This leads to the following convergence result. Lemma 1.For system (1), any trajectory which starts in a ball of constant radius centered about a given trajectory and contained at all the time in a contraction region, remains in that ball and converges exponentially to given trajectory. Global exponential convergence to given trajectory is guaranteed if whole state space region is contracting. The following Lemma is used to analyze the convergence of observer states to actual system states and taken from [16] . Lemma 2.If a virtual system defined for actual system and observer system along with parameter adaptationlaw, then incremental behaviour in terms of virtual displacement could be represented in matrix form as
Qy is a nonlinear regression matrix function of observer output ŷ , and Φθ represents state vector and uncertain parameter vector of virtual system, respectively, then system in (5) would be semi contracting in nature subject to following conditions:
(i) Jacobian of virtual system dynamics w.r.t. its state Φ i.e. submatrix
11
J is uniformly negative definite (UND).
(ii) All the variables involved in (5) are bounded. Semi-contracting nature of virtual system implies that particular solutions of the virtual system converges to each other asymptotically with parameter estimates remaining bounded i.e. ˆ xx as time t and estimate vector θ remains bounded.
II.1 Virtual System Theory
Let the dynamics of a nonlinear system is given as 

One can see that the virtual system is contracting w.r.t. y using the basic results of contraction. Since actual system is a particular solution of the virtual system, so the actual system states will also converge together, exponentially.
In case of observer design, virtual system is defined such as both actual system and observer are particular solutions of the virtual system. For actual system as u  xx  
Where u is control input and L is gain of the observer, selected as 1  L .
Let the virtual system is defined as
The value of L is selected such that the Jacobian of virtual system is uniformly negative definite (UND). It will establish contracting nature of virtual system and further it will lead to exponential convergence of observer states to actual system states.
III.
The Investigation Of Chaotic Lorenz System's Synchronization
Based On Contraction Theory
The equations of Lorenz system is described as follows: 
Where , r and b a are real constant parameters and 1 2 3 , and x x x are variables.
Let the measurable output of Lorenz's system be given as
The system is chaotic when 10 , r=30 a  and 8 / 3. b 
Initial conditions for the system are taken as [-3 -7 5]
T and simulation is run for 80 seconds with step size of 0.01.The behaviour of the system is shown in Fig.(1) . Three dimensional phase portrait is shown in Fig.1 (a) . The open loop response of the system to initial condition is shown in Figs.1 (b)-(d) . 
III.1 Observer design for chaotic Lorenz system for without parametric uncertainty
The structure of the observer for the system (11) can be taken as 
And the output of the observer is given by ˆˆ[1 0 0] y  Cx x (14) Where 1 2 3 , and L L L represents the gain of full order observer. Select gains of observer such that observer states converge exponentially to actual system states. Let the virtual system for actual system (11) and observer system (13) be selected as
And the output of the virtual system is given by (16) Now using the definition of Φ and yy in virtual system (15) and defining the virtual displacement Φ as
J represents the Jacobian matrix of virtual system and given as The gains i L ; i=1, 2, 3 are selected suitably that ensure s J to be UND in nature, so that contracting nature of virtual system is established. Since actual system and observer are particular solution of virtual system, so these will converge to each other, exponentially. To ensure UND nature of s J following condition should be satisfied. 
III.2 Observer design for chaotic Lorenz system for parametric uncertainty
Here, it is assumed that parameter ' a ' of Lorenz system is uncertain and it is assumed that uncertain parameter appears in state equation corresponding to measurable variable in the state dynamics. So modified observer dynamics for uncertain parameter case is presented as
Whereâ represents the estimated value of parameter a and parametric error is given by â a a   .Using this definition, the observer dynamics is modified as
Let the adaptation law for uncertain parameter be
Defining a new virtual system as 
Where a is the parameter of virtual system and parametric error is defined as 1 a a a   .The Jacobian matrix in this case will be 1 1 2
The symmetric part of Jacobian   
By selecting the suitable values of gain i L ; i=1, 2, 3, UND nature of 11 J system can be ensure. So by using Lemma 2, it can be said that observer states will converge to actual system states. It is not said confidently about the convergence of estimate of uncertain parameter to its actual value. Although uncertain parameter is bounded in our case.
IV. Simulations
To verify the synchronization of the observer states to actual system states for the case without parametric 
V. Conclusion
Synchronization scheme for chaotic Lorenz system is presented using observer based methodology. The approach utilizes virtual system theory concept. Contraction theory provides very effective way of establishing synchronization. Parameter adaptation law is derived in terms of estimated states. Finally, establishing simulation results are presented to illustrate the asymptotic converge of observer states to the actual system states. Parametric estimates remains bounded while establishing these results.
